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Katarzyna Najbar, PhD, Katarzyna Kania, PhD, Michał Głuszak, PhD, Bartłomiej Marona, PhD during Professor Halina Henzel’s jubilee event

F

rom 21st to 23rd October 2013 in
Ustroń was held an international
scientific conference entitled “Investments in Tangible and Financial Assets”.
The conference was organized by the Department of Investment and Real Estate of
the University of Economics in Katowice and
was connected with the jubilee of the 50th
anniversary of Professor Halina Henzel’s
academic career.
The conference was opened by Professor
Krzysztof Marcinek – Head of the Department of Investment and Real Estate, who

thanked all the participants for accepting
the invitation and coming to the conference. The first day of the conference was
dedicated to a researchers meeting regarding the future of the Real Estate Economics
and Finance. During the next two days the
participants had the opportunity to present
their research results in the five plenary sessions. The first four sessions were devoted
to the following issues: innovation in the real
estate market, conditions for investment activity on the property market, the company
on the investment market, innovation in

investing. During the last session some research works were presented by representatives from foreign universities.
The research that was presented during aforementioned panels mostly considered the issues of innovation emerging on
the financial markets, creating new business
models of investments, the appearance of
information new conditions. These thematic
groups and presented research papers suggest that the field of investment and real estate still possesses a considerable dynamism
and appearing innovation creates interesting
scientific challenges.
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